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Why bother?

• Many important biochemical reactions occur in
aqueous solution.

• Performing calculations in vacuo often leads to greatly
inaccurate results. Especially sensitive properties and
phenomena include, among others:
– energy differences between molecular conformers [1],

– rates of reactions [2],

– tautomeric equilibria [1],

– molecular (esp. protein-protein) associations [1,3],

– protein structures [4],

– ligand binding free energies [5].

• Thus it is crucial to include the solvent environment
in simulations of biological molecules.



Explicit solvent approach

• Introduce the solvent in
molecular detail.

• Pros:
– provides accurate treatment of

solute-solvent interactions,

• Cons:
– leads to an increase in system

size, possibly by an order of
magnitude [6],

– must average out instantaneous interactions before the
results become meaningful, ("integrate out" the degrees of
freedom of the solvent) [4],

– to avoid surface effects, PBCs must be introduced. This in
turn requires large cells to avoid artificial interactions
between replicated solutes.

Animation by C. Pittock



Implicit solvent approach

• Treat only the solute explicitly and embed it within a
suitably defined cavity, the inside of which is
inaccessible to the solvent.

• Replace the solvent with an unstructured dielectric
continuum, only retaining its average effect on the
solute [7].

• Pros:
– no solvent atoms necessary,
– eliminates the costly sampling

of the solvent degrees of free-
dom [6],

– faster sampling of solute con-
formations owing to absence of
solvent friction [5].

e = 80

e = 1



Two terms in free energy of solvation

• The electrostatic or polar
term describes the res-
ponse of the solvent to the
charge distribution of the
solute [7].

• It is the difference between
the electrostatic energy

in solvent and in vacuum.

only the total can 
be obtained 

experimentally

• The nonpolar term accounts for
– the entropic cost of forming a

cavity within the solvent
(cavitation energy),

– for the van der Waals interaction
of the solute with the solvent [4]
(dispersion-repulsion energy).

• Difficult to describe rigorously.

• A widely used approach is to
represent it as a linear function
of the molecular surface area

[7]: .
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Model of Fattebert and Gygi (2002)
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Density-dependent cavity of Fattebert and Gygi



The procedure

• Perform a calculation in vacuo to
obtain Evac and the charge density
in vacuum.

• Start a calculation in solvent, using
the charge density in vacuum as
initial guess.

• Generate the cavity basing on
current charge density.

• Solve with a
multigrid solver to obtain in sol-
vent. Use this in the electrostatic
energy terms.

• Repeat until convergence in solvent.

First achieve self-consistency 
in vacuum.

... then in solution.
NB how the density hardly 
changes at all in solvent.



Once you have         and    
in vacuum and in solvent...

• The electrostatic or polar
term describes the res-
ponse of the solvent to the
charge distribution of the
solute [7].

• It is the difference between
the electrostatic energy

in solvent and in vacuum.

• The nonpolar term accounts for
– the entropic cost of forming a

cavity within the solvent
(cavitation energy),

– for the van der Waals interaction
of the solute with the solvent [4]
(dispersion-repulsion energy).

• Difficult to describe rigorously.

• A widely used approach is to
represent it as a linear function
of the molecular surface area

[7]: .



Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
QM solvation

by numerical solution 
of the NPE

minimal parameter
definition of cavity

multigrid solver

robust DFT code plenty of RAM



Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
QM solvation

by numerical solution 
of the NPE

minimal parameter
definition of cavity

multigrid solver

robust DFT code plenty of RAM

Fattebert and Gygi [1, 10]
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Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
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minimal parameter
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robust DFT code plenty of RAM

Iridis4
ARCHER

...



Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
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robust DFT code plenty of RAM



ONETEP



Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
QM solvation

by numerical solution 
of the NPE

minimal parameter
definition of cavity

multigrid solver

robust DFT code

smeared-ion
representation

plenty of RAM

Scherlis et al. [11]



Smeared-ion representation

• Another numerical trick.

• From the perspective of the multigrid solver:
– Point charges of the ionic cores are replaced by thin Gaussians.

This makes them representable on a grid. Solver works with
total charge density (electrons + smeared ions).

• From the perspective of DFT:
– Point charges of the ionic cores are replaced by thin Gaussians.

This makes it possible to disentangle effects of the solvent on
the ionic and electronic degrees of freedom.

– Correction terms in energy and forces are necessary to cancel
out the difference.

– Energy is re-cast into slightly different terms.

• Advantage – total charge density integrates to something
close to zero – numerical errors smaller.



Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
QM solvation

by numerical solution 
of the NPE

minimal parameter
definition of cavity

multigrid solver

robust DFT code

smeared-ion
representation

plenty of RAM

high-order 
defect correction

Scherlis et al. [11]

now part of DL_MG



• wychodzi jak wychodzi

[E1] Refs. 55-57 in Scherlis, Fattebert, Gygi, Cococcioni and Marzari, J. Chem. Phys. 124 (2006).
[E2] Marenich, Kelly, Thompson, Hawkins, Chambers, Giesen, Winget, Cramer, Truhlar, 

Minnesota Solvation Database – version 2009, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 2009. 

Does it work?



What's wrong?

• Zero BCs are used when solving the NPE:

• ... but the potential on the boun-

dary is clearly non-zero.

• This leads to a distortion of the

obtained potential.



Dic

Importance of BCs

A certain potential isosurface
of dichloroacetate

: with zero BCs
: with open BCs



"Proper" boundary conditions

• Use open BCs when solving the NPE:

• ... but make sure this does not

become the bottleneck.

• ... and make sure that this is consistent with the
calculation of other energy terms (ion-electron, ion-
ion) – these have to be recast into open BCs as well.



"Proper" boundary conditions

• Evaluate only for every n-th (say n=3) point on the
boundary, use bilinear interpolation in between.
is_bc_surface_coarseness n

• Still O(L5) scaling, but prefactor is reduced by 1-2
orders of magnitude (by a factor of k3n2).

• Coarse-grain the charge on
the fine grid over cubic
blocks defined by the user
(say, 4x4x4).
is_bc_coarseness k



Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
QM solvation

by numerical solution 
of the NPE

minimal parameter
definition of cavity

multigrid solver

robust DFT code

smeared-ion
representation

open 
boundary
conditions

plenty of RAM
implement

high-order 
defect correction



• wychodzi jak wychodzi

[E1] Refs. 55-57 in Scherlis, Fattebert, Gygi, Cococcioni and Marzari, J. Chem. Phys. 124 (2006).
[E2] Marenich, Kelly, Thompson, Hawkins, Chambers, Giesen, Winget, Cramer, Truhlar, 

Minnesota Solvation Database – version 2009, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 2009. 

Does it work now?



by 1 kcal/mol

by 2 kcal/mol

by 3 kcal/mol

by 4 kcal/mol

by 5 kcal/mol

underestimation

overestimation by 1 kcal/mol

by 2 kcal/mol

by 3 kcal/mol



Zero BCs                                   Open BCs



Why are anions underestimated and
cations overestimated?

• For any species X, this model predicts a larger
magnitude of the solvation effect

for X+ than for X-, because the

cavity for X- is bigger.

• In reality the effect is opposite! [8]

• Poor performace of PBE functional

– self-interaction error leads to

excessive delocalization. Cavities corresponding to CN-

(green) and two "imaginary" 
molecules: CN (yellow) and 
CN+ (red). The smaller the 

cavity, the larger the magni-
tude of the solvation effect.



A better xc functional helps... a little



Dispersion is missing!

• Dispersion is particularly
important for large, neutral
molecules, where the polar
term is small and is easily
dwarfed by the nonpolar
term.

• The neglect of

dispersion might

explain the em-

barrassing failure

for benzene and propane.

only the total can 
be obtained 

experimentally

• The nonpolar term accounts for
– the entropic cost of forming a

cavity within the solvent
(cavitation energy),

– for the van der Waals interaction
of the solute with the solvent [4]
(dispersion-repulsion energy).

• Difficult to describe rigorously.

• A widely used approach is to
represent it as a linear function
of the molecular surface area

[7]: .benzene    propane



A crude way to include dispersion-repulsion

[17] Floris, Tomasi and Ahuir, J. Comp. Chem. 12 (1991).



• wychodzi jak wychodzi

[E1] Refs. 55-57 in Scherlis, Fattebert, Gygi, Cococcioni and Marzari, J. Chem. Phys. 124 (2006).
[E2] Marenich, Kelly, Thompson, Hawkins, Chambers, Giesen, Winget, Cramer, Truhlar, 

Minnesota Solvation Database – version 2009, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 2009. 



• wychodzi jak wychodzi

Zero BCs                                  Open BCs                   ... and dispersion on top



Components of minimal parameter QM solvation

self-consistent
QM solvation

by numerical solution 
of the NPE

minimal parameter
definition of cavity

multigrid solver

robust DFT code

smeared-ion
representation

open 
boundary
conditions

plenty of RAM
implement

high-order 
defect correction

inclusion of
dispersion



Now it clearly works

Validation on 20 neutral molecules: 
ammonia, water, methane, propane, 
n-pentane, n-octane, benzene, 
toluene, methanol, ethanol, 
1-hexanol, phenol, diethyl ether, 
acetaldehyde, 2-pentanone, acetic 
acid, hydrogen peroxide, ethylamine, 
acetonitrile, acetamide, hydrogen 
sulfide, trimethylphosphate.



Now it clearly works

Validation on 20 cations: 
ethanol+, dimethyl ether+, hydrazine+, 
methanol+, 3-aminoaniline+, 
4-methyl-N,N-dimethylaniline+, 
allylamine+, aniline+, azetidine+, 
cyclohexanamine+, diallylamine+, 
diethylamine+, isopropylamine+, 
N-ethylaniline+, n-propylamine+, 
pyridine+, pyrrole+, quinoline+, 
triethylamine+, 4-nitroaniline+, 
dimethyl sulfoxide+, ammonia+.



Now it clearly works

Validation on 20 anions: 
acetylene-, 2-butanol-, acetaldehyde-, 
acetic acid-, ethanol-, phenol-, 
hydrogen cyanide-, 3-hydroxyphenol-, 
acetone-, benzoic acid-, benzyl 
alcohol-, formica acid-, isopropanol-, 
methyl hydroperoxide-, pyruvic acid-, 
t-butanol-, aniline-, tricholormethane-, 
acetamide-, dimethyl sulfoxide-.



• Nicholls, Mobley, Guthrie, Chodera, Bayly, Cooper and Pande, "Predicting Small-
Molecule Solvation Free Energies: An Informal Blind Test for Computational 
Chemistry", J. Med. Chem. 51 (2008).

• Guthrie, "A Blind Challenge for Computational Solvation Free Energies: Introduction 
and Overview", J. Phys. Chem. B 113 (2009)



Now it clearly works

Validation on 71 medium-size neutral 
molecules from
• Nicholls, Mobley, Guthrie, Chodera, 

Bayly, Cooper and Pande, "Predicting 
Small-Molecule  Solvation Free 
Energies: An Informal Blind Test for 
Computational Chemistry", 
J. Med. Chem. 51 (2008).

• Guthrie, "A Blind Challenge for 
Computational Solvation Free 
Energies: Introduction and 
Overview",
J. Phys. Chem. B 113 (2009).



Now it clearly works

NB how the density hardly 
changes at all in solvent.



Self-consistent updating of the cavity is very costly

• When the dielectric cavity reacts to changes in density,
extra terms appear in the energy gradient:

≈ 0.5 Å



Self-consistent updating of the cavity is very costly

• When the dielectric cavity reacts to changes in density,
extra terms appear in the energy gradient:



Self-consistent updating of the cavity is very costly

445        1234      1752           2615
atoms           atoms        atoms              atoms 



Using a fixed cavity is a decent approximation

NB how the density hardly 
changes at all in solvent.



L99A/M102Q mutant of T4 lysozyme

• 2601 atoms.

• Here shown  bound 
with a catechol ligand.

• A long (10 ns) classical 
simulation is first 
performed and a series 
of snapshots is taken.

• QM free energies of 
binding, in solution, 
are obtained with 
ONETEP for every 
snapshot.

Calculation performed  by S. Fox



L99A/M102Q mutant of T4 lysozyme



Conclusions

• Building on the isodensity model of Fattebert and
Gygi, we have developed a solvation model which:

– is ab initio based,

– has predictive power that is
• superior to classical models,

• superior to PCM,

• comparable to the state-of-the-art SMD model,

– has only two parameters (, 0), whose values have been
optimized and which appear to be universal (do not
depend on the solute),

– uses only two fundamental quantities (ε, ), with clear
physical interpretation, to describe the solvent.



Conclusions

• We observe that the following must be taken care of
to obtain a successful QM-based solvation model:

– high-order defect correction in the solution of NPE,

– inclusion of dispersion-repulsion, at least crudely,

– careful implementation of open boundary conditions.

• With our current implementation (LS-DFT ONETEP)
we are able to calculate accurate free energies of
solvation at the DFT level for molecules...

– of about 500 atoms on a desktop PC workstation.

– of about 3000 atoms on a parallel machine (40 cores or so).

... within one day.



Recommended reading

• J. Dziedzic, H. H. Helal, C.-K. Skylaris, A. A. Mostofi, and M. C. Payne,
Minimal parameter implicit solvent model for ab initio electronic
structure calculations, Europhysics Letters 95, 43001 (2011).

• J. Dziedzic, S. J. Fox, T. Fox, C. S. Tautermann, and C.-K. Skylaris,
Large-scale DFT calculations in implicit solvent - a case study on the
T4 lysozyme L99A/M102Q protein, Int. J. Quantum Chem 113, 771
(2013).

• S. Fox, J. Dziedzic, T. Fox, C.S. Tautermann, and C.-K. Skylaris, DFT
calculations on entire proteins for free energies of binding:
application to a model polar binding site, Proteins: Structure,
Function and Bioinformatics 82, iss. 12 (2014).
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In practice



In practice



Recent developments
• Solvation forces (geometry optimisation in solvent,

MD in solvent) – exact only with the adaptive cavity
and somewhat approximate with fixed cavity. [JD]

• Non-zero ionic concentrations („salty water”) –
machinery in place, but model needs refinement to
be viable. [JD, LA, CKS]

• Defect-correction as part of DL_MG. [JCW, LA]

• Periodic and mixed BCs in solvent – soon. [JCW, LA, CKS]
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